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ABSTRACT

The accuracy of modern methods fordeter-
_ mination of area function is not sufficient

for practice. We present a numerical method
for area function calculation with suffi-
cient accuracy. Regulationcontinuumof this
functions in finite region iscalledarticu-
latory portray.

INTRODUCTION

many year modelling of speech production
processes has attracted investigators/1/,
however its complexity up to the present
does not lead to a wide introduction of
such models into practice, despite the
great efforts /2/ and intensively growing
feasibilities. It has become clear, that
the speech production processes are hie-
rarchical and closely interacting /3/. In
this case speech production model is ex-
pedient to be realized from bottom to top,
using a lower level as a tool /4/. One of
them is the articulatory model /5/, which
synthesizes speech on the basis of solving
the direct problem of speech production
(vocal tract —— acoustic) /6/.
The more accurate data of area functions
have been obtained by G. Fant (1960) /7/
and up to now this work remains unique,
because of its complexity. The LPG-method
/8/ requires special measures (beforedis-
torting, etc.) for obtaining valid solu-
tions. The tomography method /9/ enables
us to determine the area in any section,
however it requires multiple Xpray photog-
raphing of such sections along the axis
for reconstructing only one area function.
It was necessary to develop the method
for an easier way of obtaining area func-
tions without accuracy loss.
The paper presents the method for solving
the inverse problem of a each production
(acoustic-a— vocal tract , which allows
the obtaining of "smooth" area functions
and articulatory portray. The latter rep-
resents the region of permissible articu-
latory situations of a speaker. This
method is based on the idea of "analysis
from synthesis" and includes the algorithm
/6/ with two—tier adaptive program
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complex (AFC) /10/. The distinct features
of the AFC are automatical problem orienr
tation to the class of the problems to be
solved, supported by multidimensional op-
timization and associative information
processing by a computer.

INPUT DATA AND ERRORS

Input data are easily-measured spectrum-
time speech parameters: frequences, band—
widths and amplitudes of formants and a1-
so X-ray images of vocal tracts in sagi-
tal flatness of three speakers: two men
/7,11/ and one woman /12/.
The formant frequences have been determi—
ned by sonagraph, the errors were 3-7 per
cent. In future calculations the frequen-
ces vector F's (Ff , i - 1,k) will be
the standard and errors vector 8" - (5" ,
i=1,k) will be final accuracy.
From X—ray ima as we used the samples H:
a (Hi, i a 1,M of a heigt function h($L
05 I-S C , where E is the vocal tract
length. Samples and length errors are res-
pectively equal to 7 and 3 per cent.

THE METHOD

Taking into account the difficulty of ob—
taining an X-ray images, the method is
realized by two variants: with X-ray ima-
ges and without them.

The first variant (with an X-ray im-
age . he area unction S(x) is represenr
ted as a product of the known height func-
tion h(x) on a desired width function
The finite articulatory region determines

min a ma:

Da':(q/(oc)sq,(x)4q/ (ac), cause) (1)
where some initial approximation.Sa-
mpling of the all three function along the
axis x in 13¢ gives respectively the vec-
tor of the lower boundary w';"‘=(w;""' i=1N) ,
initial control vector W204; 1:4,“) ’
and the upper boundary vector\4“§§0fi?“1=g@
as shown in Fig. 1 . ”’

nfin

UNION; swfswf", i=1,~), (2)
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Fig. 1. Control vector W' is the samples

of the function q(x) in known
boundaries (1)

Characteristics vector P, which characte—
rizing the class of solved problems, in-
eludes F‘, 8 , H:

DP:(P.=PI,' . . . P'“"H): (F1,-- ’FKIEIH". ' .Hn) (3)

The mathematical statement of the speech
production inverse problem has the follo-
wing form:

_ L(F,F*) *eL,
1

L<v.r*>=<.aE~.-ol>’t Ee'fig—Ffi K
F=e(S(==», S(¢)=h(x)q(x) f osxsz, <4)

htx)=R(H), a,(x)=R(w),
we (w? swf.’ s W", L=1,») ,

where L - functional, which depends on
calculated frequencies F, G-an operator
of the speech production direct problem,
R - an operator transforming a given vec-
tor to a smooth function.
The method of solving problem is shown in
Pig. 2 and consists of the following. Each
problem is determined by concrete values
of the vector P according to (3). Initial
vector W gives the random width functionq(x), which determines the random area
function S(x)-h(x)q(x). The operator G
calculates P, which is compared with thestandard F* for determining L. The valueL is analysed in the APC with the aim ofoptimizing the components for findi theminimum of L. When the final value fiéis
achieved, the calculation process is fi-nished end the decision vector (P,W*, L“)is stored’in a computer memory. Fbr a newproblem P. we take from the memory such aninitial W in the set of earlier solvedproblems, whose vector P is closer to P’.

The second variant (without an X—rmam determined as :3.lows:

D5:(S’&)<S°<I)SS'G),OM£. NW”), (1')
sampling of which, gives the region D42).The vector P includes the formantcies It”, bandwidths AF’ and amplitfigggn‘

A*. The two latter vectors may be not
available.

Dy: (PE-Pg" ,pSK) =(F:,AF§:A: , i'1,K), (3')

In (4) the area function is formed direc-
tly from the control vector:

mm m.

5(x)=R(w),o<-xs£,26[£ ,K ’J (4')
In other aspects this variant does not
change and is illustrated in Fig. 3 (com-

pare with Fig. 2).

R‘h(x)x x G FO'F

Fig. 2. Block-shame shows the solution
method for the first variant.

R S (x) G P“

APC
1 1 '
PW

Fig. 3. Block-shame shows the solution
method for the second variant

REGULATION ALGORITHM

In general the inverse roblems are mflw'matically noncorrect, 1.2. they admitlm”
unique solution. Correctness of the cmmf
dered Problem is caused by constrainins
ggzg§gfiiblg sglution region (1) and big”

pmen o n a-orithm. the special regulatio

1‘ 81Sorithm works along contour IIin
ti . , Ihile contour I denotes the fun?

0111113 or the APC without it. At first

24 Se 72.4.2
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Fig. 4. The regulation algorithm

the rough stages value of accuracy 8° is
assigned. For a given P and initial W° the
error E is calculated and compared with
8° . In contour I the 5° is attained
(E £6? ), then contour II gives the next
accuracy 8‘ = &°—-A 5 , etc. It should
be noted that in contour I the boundaries
(2) are approached: Wm“; . ¢w"‘”‘, while in
contour II they are expanded: W”“‘<=-=>W’“"‘
up to initial boundaries (2). The algo-
rithm is also adapted to the change of L:
contour II is switched over if the reduct-
ion [velocity AI.1ess than the threshold

A L.
Thus, the reaching final accuracy 8* is
divided into a sequential stages, each of
which gains a stage accuracy E“

£°2€‘2.. . 28"; as

w°=>w1=>...=>w“=>...=>w* (5)

In this case sequence Sn(x) tends to opti-
mal 3* (x).

RESULTS

8

The proximity criterion of functions S(x)
S"(x), simular to /8/, is the mean square
deviation, normalized by a maximum

= .1. _ {2% *6 (mag: 51)) 433.45" ' (6)
Stabilit . The scatter of obtained so-

lutions S x) under the variations of the
initial a proximation W° and boundaries
Wm“ , W" in (2) have been estimated. Fbr

similar phonems this scatter does not ex-
ceed 6.7 per cent with the deviation of
control vectors from the initial values
(Fig. 1) up to 120 per cent.

Convergence. The convergence to the
accurate solution 8 (x) is guaranteed by
the above regulation algorithm. Rejection
of this algorithm leads to the interrup-
tion of convergence, as shown by the dot—
ted line in Fig. 5. The continuous line
shows the normal process of convergence:
in points L, , L2 , L3 correction of stage
accuracy 8" takes place by contour II.

etiiisec 5 1b

Fig. 5. Minimization of L showa the con—
vergence of computer process.

Fig. 6. The illustration shows the benefit
of regularization algorithm appli-
cation.

Accurac . Accuracy of S”(x) is estima-
ted—b§_T671for the first speaker, since he
has the exact area function /7/. Among
the phonems the mean accuracy equals 8.3
per cent and it varies in the range of
4.1 — 12.9 per cent. With respect to the
results /8/, where the LPG-method is used
for the same speaker, the accuracy has
increased by 2.7 per cent.

Computer time. The application of the
requaltion algorithm provides not only re-
quired accuracy, but acceleration of the
computer processes as well. Fig. 6 shows
that the final accuracy 8* is move beni—
ficially obtained making use of this al~
gorithm since the solution time with the
algorithm application (curve 2) is many
times reduced as opposed to the one witho-
ut algorithm application (curve 1). The
quantity of benefit is increased with the
increasing of the final accuracy. from
1.6 times at 8* a 10 per cent to 4.5
times at 8* a 5 per cent. Additionaly,
owing to Optimal fitting of the algorithm
parameters the computer time is reduced by
2.5 -30 times. Among the phonems the eve-
rage computer time is equal to 84 sec and
varies in the range of 4.5-148 sec.

Comparison of two variants. Different
input data a plication (with / without
X—ray images leads to the average error
of 9.4 per cent in solutions. The average
computer time in the second variant is
greater by 18.4 per cent than the one in
the first variant. Hence, decreasing of
apriori information should be compensated
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at the cost of increasing the computer
time.

ARTICULATORY PORTRAY

Representation of the relationship of the
solution 56:) and input h(x) as a func—
tional dependence

8 = 301(30):!» 1
7

in three-dimensional space (S, h, x) leads
to a complex surface as shown in Fig. 7.

O<I$E

\l I I ‘IfifivmmWrangeimr,4!” "1'1““ N \
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Fig. 7. Articulatory portray of a
speaker

Such surface clearly presents the region
of admissible articulatory situations of
the speaker, therefore it is called an
articulatory portray. Such protray vivid-
ly shows pharinx and oral (two saliences)
and contraction of a larinx tube, a cons
traction caused by valum (pass between
saliencea) and lips. The practical appli-
cation of such a portray particularly con—
sists in easy transformation of the flat
X—ray image of vocal tract to area func-
tion with a given accuracy.

Com arisen of ortra s. The degree of
indivigual distinctiaifietween the speakers
is equal to 5.1 per cent for a diameter of
a vocal tract and to 3.1 per cent for a
longitudinal dimension, that may be inter-
prgted’as a value of articulation "quanta"

CONCLUSION

Vocal tract is usually approximated by a
few cylinder sections, but in practice, a
a more smooth area function is required.
In preposed method there are no restric-
tions on a quantity of sections and com-
puter time does not depend on the quanti-ty of sections. The required accuracy,
corresponding to input data errors, is
also guaranteed. The method provides thereduction the compute time up to 4.5 secwhich equals one computer remembrance ’time. Fbr articulatory synthesyzer /5/

26

smooth area function provides the improve

ment of the quality of a synthetic speech

Computer time depends on the degree of

APC-knowledge and the correct sequence of

the problems to be solved. The better the

APC is trained the shorter is the compu—

ter time. Due to the rational choice of

problem sequences the training time de~

creases by 1.5-2.0 times with respect to

random sequences.
In addition to it, this method may be

used in speech analysis, medicine and in
logophedia.
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tions on a quantity of sections and com-
puter time does not depend on the quanti-ty of sections. The required accuracy,
corresponding to input data errors, is
also guaranteed. The method provides thereduction the compute time up to 4.5 secwhich equals one computer remembrance ’time. Fbr articulatory synthesyzer /5/
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smooth area function provides the improve

ment of the quality of a synthetic speech

Computer time depends on the degree of

APC-knowledge and the correct sequence of

the problems to be solved. The better the

APC is trained the shorter is the compu—

ter time. Due to the rational choice of

problem sequences the training time de~

creases by 1.5-2.0 times with respect to

random sequences.
In addition to it, this method may be

used in speech analysis, medicine and in
logophedia.
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